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NEW AND
IMPROVED

DEVICES

Union Retained-Neutral
Polarized Relay

THE Union Switch & Signal Company recently plac~d

on the market its Style DP-20 retained-neutral polar
ized relay. This relay, unlike the ordinary polarized
relay, is so designed that it does not allow the neutral.
contacts to release during the period of ordinary pole
changing. For circuits which have to remain closed dur-

\Vith this relay it is possible to dispense with a slow· release repeater in
circuits which must remain closed while the polar armature is reversing

ing this period of reversal, it has been customary to em
ploy a slow-acting neutral relay, controlled by the neutral
contacts of the polarized relay, with sufficient retardation
to bridge the neutral contacts of the polarized relay dur
ing the pole-changing interval.

The new DP-20 retained-neutral polarized relay thus
eliminates the need of an additional relay of the slow
releasing type. This relay is designed to provide full
contact opening and pressure and full polar contact
pressure with the relay deenergized. All parts are ar
ranged in a manner to give full A.R.A. clearances while
not sacrificing the logical and systematic arrangement
of terminal posts characteristic of other Union relays.
The top plate is of the usual brown bakelite construc
tion and carries the standard A.R.A. name-plate which
shows clearly the arrangement of contacts as well as
othel' data.

This relay is designed for use in any circuit in which

the contacts of the neutral armature must remain dosed
during a reversal of the polarity of the line. Due to thc
efficiency of this design, the relay with four neutral con
tacts may be used to replace directly a polarized relay
of the same resistance and its attendant slow-release
relay, thus saving the entire battery drain ordinarily
taken by the slow-acting relay. The relay with six neutral
contacts, while taking slightly more power than the £our
contact relay, still takes much less than the combina-
tion of the ordinary polarized relay and the slow-release;
relay.

All coil connections are made to standard terminal
posts located in the top plate and sufficient room. is pro
vided to make all terminals easy to reach. The magnetic
structure employs the same materials as are used in the
Union Style DN-ll and DP-14 Relays.
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